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Using a Customer Response System in
Writing and Updating User Documentation
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Introduction
Many different types of companies use customer response systems (CRSs) to track problems and enhancement
requests for their products. If your company uses a CRS, you can take advantage of it to help you integrate user
documentation tasks into product development cycles and create and update your information deliverables.
Using a CRS can help you in the following ways:
>

Tracking product enhancements: You can use the CRS to understand how an enhancement changes the
product and how to incorporate that information into the user documentation. You can use the trouble ticket
to specify tasks that must be completed to create or update the user documentation for the enhancement.
These tasks might include
•
•
•
•
•
•

>

Tracking product defects: You can use the CRS to understand how problems affect the product and how
to incorporate resolutions or workarounds into the user documentation. You may have to create a new
document outside of the normal development cycle, such as a bulletin or erratum. You can use the defect
record to specify the tasks required, such as
•
•
•

>

researching or learning about the enhancement
writing the updates to the user documentation
sending the user documentation out for review
receiving review comments
incorporating review comments
testing the new or updated user documentation

researching the problem
identifying the affected user documentation deliverables
testing the user documentation.

Tracking user documentation defects and enhancement requests: Customers and your product
team can use the CRS to enter trouble tickets against the user documentation. The trouble tickets might
request more information about a product feature or function, report errors in the user documentation, or
request new documents, for example. For user documentation trouble tickets, you can specify the following
tasks that pertain to updating the user documentation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

identifying the deliverables that require the new updated information
writing the new information and incorporating it into the user documentation set
testing
closing the defect or enhancement request
researching requested changes
sending the user documentation out for review
incorporating review comments
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A CRS workflow that includes user documentation tasks
Developing and using a workflow helps you track progress on the identified tasks. A workflow defines all of the
actions required to complete the user documentation project and identifies the job responsibilities involved,
such as reviewers, approvers, quality assurance, and so forth. Following is an example workflow:
1. Identify a trouble ticket for which user documentation needs must be addressed. Look for
verbiage that indicates a user documentation issue, such as the following examples:
•
•
•
•
•

Incorrect user documentation
Incomplete user documentation
user documentation enhancement request
Product enhancement request
Product failure report

2. Check the type, status, and severity of the incident or problem. You might be better able to
prioritize a trouble ticket that relates to user documentation by reviewing this information and applying
your organization's business rules:
•

Your CRS might define a particular ticket type to identify failures or requests that involve the user
documentation only.

•

Your product group may address trouble tickets only for a certain severity level or higher.

•

Your product development group might ask you to address a trouble ticket in the user documentation, rather
than making a change to the product.

3. In the trouble ticket, record the tasks that you plan to perform. In some CRSs, you can enter a
separate task for each step in the user documentation update or creation cycle. If your CRS does not contain
this functionality, you can use the notes or attachments feature to record your steps for the trouble ticket.
4. Search your CRS to find related trouble tickets. If you find related items, record a relationship with
the original trouble ticket.
5. Address the trouble ticket in the appropriate user documentation. If necessary, add tasks to the
trouble ticket to cover each deliverable.
6. Change the status of the task or trouble ticket to indicate that you have addressed the item in
the user documentation. Enter comments that describe the user documentation that was created or
updated, both its content and its location.
7. Send the user documentation to the product team for review. In the ticket, include review tasks for
each member of the product team who will review the user documentation.
8. Incorporate review comments. Determine whether you will incorporate all review comments at one
time or as they are received. Determine how you will resolve conflicting review comments.
9. Publish and distribute the user documentation. In the ticket, include tasks for all publishing tasks that
you must perform. Determine what you will do if you encounter problems when you are publishing the
user documentation.
10. If applicable, close the trouble ticket. If the trouble ticket is for user documentation only, you should
have authorization to close the ticket. If the trouble ticket relates to the product as a whole, the
responsibility for closing the trouble ticket might fall to someone else.
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Questions to ask about trouble tickets
After a customer submits a trouble ticket against a product, a technical support analyst (TSA) evaluates it to
determine the best course of action. The trouble ticket might be routed to a developer or to the user
documentation group, or the TSA might handle it without further assistance.
If you encounter a trouble ticket before it has been addressed by a TSA, it can still be helpful. Consider the
following questions when you are evaluating a trouble ticket:
>

Is the trouble ticket for an active product; that is, is the product still generally available, under
development, fully supported, or supported with restrictions? If the trouble ticket references an old
version of the product and the user documentation will not be updated for that version, you might be able to
close the trouble ticket.

>

What is the impact to the customer? If the customer is still able to function after encountering the
problem, you can add a user documentation task to the next version of the product. If the customer has
experienced a system failure, you might need to create a new document immediately and release it with a
product fix.

>

What was the customer doing when the problem occurred? You should be able to determine detailed
information about the customer’s problem, such as what task were they trying to perform, what other
applications were running at the same time, and whether the customer consulted the user documentation
before filing a trouble ticket.

>

Did the customer submit any other information? If your CRS allows attachments, they might contain
useful information, such as scripts or screen captures of error messages. You might be able to gain insights
into the customer’s product usage by reading the attachments.

If a trouble ticket is assigned to you, the questions to consider are similar:
>

Does the trouble ticket request an enhancement or does it report a problem? If the trouble ticket
requests an enhancement, you will have more tasks to complete than you would for an error in the user
documentation. If the trouble ticket reports an error in the user documentation, can you identify where it is
incorrect?

>

Can you verify the product version in the trouble ticket? If the trouble ticket references an old version
of the product, you might have already corrected the problem and can refer the customer to the new user
documentation or new version of the product.

>

Is the problem really with the user documentation, or is it with the product? If the problem exists
in the product, you might have no updates to make in the user documentation. If the problem exists in the
user documentation, you will have tasks to complete during the development cycle.

>

Does the severity of the problem indicate that a bulletin or erratum should go directly to the
customer, or is addressing the problem in the next product release sufficient? If the problem halts
production for your customers, you might need to address the problem in a document that is distributed
immediately and also address the problem in the next release of your product. If this is the case, you will
need to add more tasks to the trouble ticket for updating all of the user documentation at the appropriate
time.

>

Does the product’s priority and estimated shelf life warrant a change in the product’s user
documentation set? The way your company prioritizes product development and fixes will determine
whether you address the problem or not.

>

Can you clearly categorize the type of information in the trouble ticket? For example, do you have
to make a correction in a procedure, or do you have to add conceptual information? If you cannot categorize
the type of information to change or add, you will need to add tasks for researching the trouble ticket so that
you can properly categorize the necessary user documentation updates.
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Examples of trouble tickets
In 2006, BMC Software product teams will migrate from the Vantive® System to the BMC® Remedy® Customer
Support customer response system to track product trouble tickets.
The information development teams within BMC Software have been involved in the requirements gathering,
project planning, and testing of the new system. As the project has progressed, we have had the opportunity to
help develop and update the processes that all teams in the company will use in the new system.
This section shows you examples of trouble tickets created in the two CRSs that are in use at BMC Software.
Both Vantive and Remedy have a web form that customers can use to create trouble tickets without calling
customer support.
In the Vantive System (Vantive) from Peoplesoft, Inc., users create Cases, Failures, Requests, and Resolutions.
Information developers work mainly with Failures and Requests.
In the BMC Remedy Customer Support (Remedy) system, users create Issues, Defects, Requests for
Enhancement (RFEs), and Solutions. Information developers work mainly with Defects and RFEs.
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Figure 1 shows the web form that customers use to enter trouble tickets in Vantive. The customer selects the
product, version, and product component (if applicable). They can use the Symptom/Question and
Additional Problem or Contact Information text boxes to enter a summary and details of the problem. A
TSA reviews the ticket to determine the best course of action. During the review, the TSA can add keywords,
clarify the subject or details, and add notes. A TSA can also assign the trouble ticket to a member of the product
team.
Figure 1: Vantive web form
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Figure 2 shows the web form that customers use to enter trouble tickets in Remedy. They enter information
about their environment and then use the Details text box to report their problem. As with Vantive, a TSA
reviews the trouble ticket and can add keywords, clarify the subject or details, and add notes. The TSA can also
assign the trouble ticket to a member of the product team.
Figure 2: Remedy Customer Support web form

Figure 3 shows the Subject, Description, and Keywords fields from a Vantive trouble ticket for a software
problem reported by a customer:
Figure 3: Software problem reported by a customer in Vantive
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Figure 4 shows a Vantive trouble ticket for user documentation. This trouble ticket was submitted by a TSA
while working with a customer to resolve a problem. The trouble ticket was assigned to an information
developer.
Figure 4: User documentation request in Vantive

Figure 5 shows a Remedy trouble ticket that was entered by a quality assurance representative during software
testing.
Figure 5: Software problem reported by quality assurance
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After the problem was documented in the product release notes, the information developer used the Work Note
feature in Remedy to record the text received from the developer to use in the documentation, as shown in
Figure 6.
Figure 6: Work Note associated with software problem

Figure 7 shows a trouble ticket in Vantive that contains a request for a new document. Product teams at BMC
Software use Vantive trouble tickets to request new documents that must be produced for customers outside of
the normal development cycle, such as technical bulletins.
Figure 7: Vantive trouble ticket for a new document
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As work on the new document progressed, the information developer added the note shown in Figure 8 to the
trouble ticket.
Figure 8: Note associated with the document request

Figure 9 shows a Vantive trouble ticket that was entered by development during coding:
Figure 9: Software problem reported by development

Because this problem is a temporary software limitation, it must be explained in the user documentation.
Figure 10 shows the note included with the trouble ticket:
Figure 10:Note associated with a software limitation
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Lifecycle of a trouble ticket
After a trouble ticket is opened in Vantive, it follows the workflow shown on page 5. This section shows you an
example trouble ticket as it moves through Vantive from being reported by a customer to being closed by a
quality assurance representative.
Using the trouble ticket from Figure 1 on page 8, Figure 11 shows how it looked after a TSA worked with it.
Figure 11:Failure displayed in Vantive

The failure indicates that the user documentation contains incorrect information.
Figure 12 shows that several notes were added to the trouble ticket.
Figure 12:Summary of notes in a trouble ticket
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The TSA assigned the ticket to the information developer, who updated one of the online Help topics.

During quality assurance testing, the tester found that the information in the online Help was still incorrect. The
tester added a note explaining why the test failed and sent the ticket back to the writer.

The information developer made further changes to the online Help and documented them in another note.
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The tester performed another test, determined that the changes to the user documentation were correct, and
closed the trouble ticket.
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